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Functional aesthetics

Functional aesthetics is the concept of combining perception, 
semantics, and intent to function together as a whole, 
creating beauty in meaningful design.
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Say the color, not the word



Default colors



Semantically resonant colors



A Linguistic Approach to Categorical Color 
Assignment for Data Visualization, IEEE Vis 2015

Semantically resonant colors



Diagramming the world



Diagramming the world



Generalizing information

Exaggeration Aggregation

Typification Label prominence



Generalizing information 

Semantic Resizing of Charts Through 
Generalization: A Case Study with Line Charts, 
IEEE Vis 2021



Representation is context, task, and data specific.

Emphasize the most important elements while still representing 
the view in the most faithful and recognizable way.

The level of detail in the view must outweigh the insignificance of 
items that are deemphasized.

Key takeaways
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People seek meaning



Symbols to convey meaning



Charts are inherently abstract



Adding icon encodings Automatic Generation of Semantic Icon 
Encodings for Visualizations, ACM CHI 2014



visualizationdata



connect
clean integrate

transform
analyze

calculate

visualize
author

share
tell storiescollaborate

data visualization



Date as text string Date as “Date”

Parsing dates

Does Anybody Really Know What Time It Is? Automating the 
Extraction of Date Scalars. Tableau Research White Paper, 2018.
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Semantic joins



Semantic sort



Location semantics

Why and where are semantics important?
I have some sales data and need a map



Is this what I was looking for?

Location semantics



Is this better?

Location semantics



Data enrichment



Data enrichment

Expensive: adjective; entailing great expense; very high priced; costly.



Data enrichment

Large: adjective; ample in dimensions, quantity, or number. 
Having much size or extent, capacity, scope, length, breadth etc., or relatively being of more than common 

Area: noun; a measure of the extent of a surface it is measured in square units.



Applying semantics to data conveys recognizable meaning to make 
sense of it.

NLP and AI techniques bridge between the worlds of machine 
language and human language in the context of data analysis.

By balancing the perception and semantics, we can encourage 
deeper, clearer, and better conversations with the data. 

Key takeaways
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Analytical intent



Vagueness and ambiguity



Supporting an analytical conversation

Eviza: A Natural Language Interface for Visual Analysis, UIST 2016



“Find large earthquakes near California”
“How about near Texas”

Supporting an analytical conversation



“where are the expensive wines?”

Infer, repair, and refine

Ask Data, Tableau. https://www.tableau.com/solutions/ai-analytics/augmented-analytics



Using external knowledge



“highest and lowest temperatures in Fahrenheit over fall”



“highest and lowest temperatures in Fahrenheit over fall”

Units
(and how to convert to)

(March 1, May 31)
in the Southern hemisphere



“highest and lowest temperatures in Fahrenheit over fall”



“what is the drop in july 2016?”



“what is the drop in july 2016?”



“what is the drop in july 2016?”



Query: what's the spike in that blue line?

Compute color distance

Conversing with a dashboard



Sneak Pique: Exploring Autocompletion as a 
Data Discovery Scaffold for Supporting Visual 
Analysis, UIST 2020Scaffolding conversation



“The medium is the message” – Marshall McLuhan



“Hey Tableau,  give me the summary of the day”

Data metrics based on natural language utterances 

Touch-screen interaction

Analytical chatbots



Provide affordances for a user to understand, repair, refine, and 
disambiguate concepts.

Scaffolds support intent and they depend on the medium. 

Pragmatics, data, and the medium need to work together to support 
a cooperative conversation.
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Flatten the curve



Flatten the curve

New domains



Data ubiquity

Flatten the curve

New domains



Thanks!

https://research.tableau.com
vsetlur@tableau.com 

@vsetlur

Book coming out on Sept 21.
https://www.functionalaestheticsbook.com


